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Game design 

programming 

genre design character obstacles

power-ups editing graphics style

video games games fair animation custom movement

prototype market research eye catching level design

infographics 8 bit

algorithm commands blocks program

instructions symbols pattern steps

programmer debugging sequence repeats

loops inefficient efficient error

bug selection when commands statements 

if … then code programming 
unplugged persistent

problem solving events end goal logical reasoning

developer manipulate variables procedures

memory power supply screen operating system 

laptops tablets smartphones binary

bitmap
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online safety 

social media electronic mail 
(email) text message video calls

phone calls communicate emojis inbox

sent spam trash attachments 

online cyberbullying victim instant messaging

avatar profile nickname personal 
information

collage Creative 
Commons Search copyright free gaming

socialise mental well being emotional 
wellbeing health

hoax fake news untrue real

fauxtography digital footprint personal 
information privacy settings

passwords hackers gender roles misleading

bystander clickbait sceptical privacy

phishing identities witness victim

misinterpret honest self regulating age related

PEGI system unsuitable pop ups
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Digital technology: how it works and its impact 

computer smartphone tablet world wide web

mechanical 
calculator wireless bluetooth internet

touch sensors battery connector processor

camera input output keyboard

mouse printer monitor remote controls

smart watches Sat Nav Global Positioning 
System (GPS) robots

commands screenshot cables fibres

software hardware processor bitmap

memory power supply screen operating system 

laptops tablets smartphones binary

transmitter receivers switches routers

networks packets data search engine

URL DNS IP Address filtering

operators search results QR Codes gaming industry

virtual reality autonomous 
robots semi autonomous remote controlled

robotics e-commerce cloud computing files

.jpg .png spreadsheets formula

GIF
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digital art 

webpages, apps, websites & presentations 

digital books 

augmented reality 

camera photo focus blurry

edit crop filters digital tools

effect gallery colour scheme selfie

style word art typographical self portraits

digital drawing pixels transition palette

surrealism layering logo graphic design

theme home page icon menus

website web app tabs publish

style section navigation web address

header footer favicon browser

transitions wire frames content widgets

process short cut home screen

visual storyboard frames record sound

text boxes font speech background

digital book presentation graphics comic

PDF ePub file uploaded

2D 3D trigger image augmented reality

scan
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animations and stop animations 

record pause stop animate

movie crop audio music

sound effects credits transitions stop motion

filming onion skinning frame rate capture

playback storyboarding section close ups

far away shots split duplicate filters




